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Enduvo Awarded Multiple 2019 US Business News Technology Elite Awards
Company’s groud breaking technology and momentum recognized by for it’s achievements and
value.
November 11, 2019 – Enduvo, the leading no-code, immersive content authoring and delivery
platform for industrial manufacturing, government, healthcare and government organizations
announced today it the best AR/VR content authoring platform, most innovative training software
company and leading facilitator of immersive learning experiences according the US Business
News.
“AR/VR technologies are proven to enhance information retention, and leaner engagement and
retention. However, untile Enduvo, this technology has been out of reach to most organization
given expense and lack of technical skills, said Joan Spindel, Chief Marketing Officer at Enduvo.
“We our platform, everyone can realize the value of AR/VR for training and collaboration We
make it so easy to create content than anyone can build an immersive experience in less than an
hour. With Enduvo all organization can now cost effectively enhance the engagement and
productivity of their teams.”
US Business News’ signature awards programs “showcase the best of the best from across the
corporate world.”

About Enduvo: Enduvo gives organizations a better, more cost-effective way to teach, learn, and
collaborate. Our solution is the only no-code, augmented and virtual reality content authoring
and delivery platform that enables people to quickly create and share visually stunning,
immersive and interactive learning experiences. With just a few clicks, anyone can produce
lessons using nothing more than their voice, gestures and digital files (3D models, video clips,
image files). Completed lessons are published on the Enduvo platform allowing people to learn at
their convenience. People feel as if they are receiving one-on-one instruction from an expert.
Organizations that rely on 3D objects, complex procedures, or multi-step processes use Enduvo to
decrease content development costs by 60%, reduce content delivery time by 70%, and increase
learner confidence by an average of 95%. To experience Enduvo and explore how you can use it
for your organization, visit www.enduvo.com.
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